Product Purchasing Guide

MASONEILAN – Control VALVES, Regulators, Smart POSITIONERS, Level Controls
HABONIM – BALL VALVES, ACTUATORS, Valve Automation Accessories
TRIAC / AT CONTROLS – BALL VALVES, BUTTERFLY VALVES, ACTUATION, Valve Automation Accessories
BRAY – TRIPLE Offset & HP Butterfly Valves, BALL, CHECK & GATE Valves; Electric & Pneumatic Actuators & Accessories
DFT/DURABLA – Spring Assisted, Non-Slam, Silent CHECK VALVES
SWISS FLUID – CORROSION-RESISTANT Lined, Diaphragm, Ball, Butterfly, Check, Sampling VALVES
REX – Electro-Hydraulic ACTUATORS
QTRCO – Pneumatic ACTUATORS; Quarter Turn & Linear, Double Acting & Spring Return Options; Flat Yoke & Rack & Gear Design
PMV – Valve POSITIONERS, PID Controllers
KROHNE – Magnetic, Mass, Ultrasonic FLOW METERS, Ultrasonic, Radar LEVEL TRANSMITTERS
VERIS – DP Gas, Air, Steam, Liquid FLOW METERS, VERABAR/ACCELABAR
BURKERT – Process/Diaphragm VALVES, Solenoid VALVES, Flow SENSORS, pH/Conductivity, CONTROLLERS
CLARK RELIANCE / JERGUSON – Level Gauges, Filter Elements, Transfer VALVES, Boiler Controls
SOR – Pressure, Temperature, Level, Flow SWITCHES, TRANSMITTERS, Level Monitors
REOTEMP – RTD’s, THERMOCOUPLES, Temperature and Pressure GAUGES
PERMA-CAL – DIRECT DRIVE, SEVERE SERVICE, Process & Test Pressure GAUGES
NEON CONTROLS – Specialty Pressure, Back-Pressure REGULATORS
WYATT ENGINEERING – Orifice Plates, Venturi Tubes, Flow Nozzles, Flow Meters
AUTROL – Smart Temperature, DP, Pressure, TRANSMITTERS
CONTINENTAL DISC – RUPTURE DISCS
TELEDYNE—Flame and Gas DETECTION, Controllers
INTERTEC – Instrumentation ENCLOSURES, Custom HOUSINGS and SHELTERS
RONAN – Alarm Display, I/O Products, Leak Detection, Monitors
MOONEY – Pressure Regulators, Surge Relief
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Purity Applications.

Habonim Valves & Accessories

1,2 and 3 Piece Threaded, Flanged, 3-4-6 Way, Metal Seated, High Pressure/Severe Service, Sanitary, Cryogenic, Fire-safe, Manual and Automated BALL VALVES. VPort and V-Ball Control Valve Solutions. HERMETIX Zéro-Trim Leak Valve Series. IMPACT Pneumatic Spring Assist. COMPACT II-4 Piston Pneumatic Actuator and Accessories.

Masoniani

Duraflow Controls, Inc.

Swiss Fluid Inc.

Diaphragm, Ball, Butterfly and Check Valves Lined with Engineered Plastics (PFA, PVDF, PolyPro, PTFE, EPDM, Viton, FKM, and NBR) and Reactor Sampling Valves and Systems; Site Glasses, Piping Components, Linings and Molded Parts Serving Corrosive, Abrasive and High Purity Applications.

Bray

Würth Control Systems

BURKERT

NEUTRON SOLUTIONS

VERIS


DIFTRONIC


Krohne

Complete Line of Magnetic Inductive, Variable Area, Ultrasonic, Vortex and Coriolis Mass FLOW METERS and FLOW CONTROLLERS; Magnetic, Ultrasonic and Radar Continuous LEVEL METERS and Signal Controllers; Analytical Sensors; Conductivity/Turbidity/Defluorinated O2/Freon CL2 and Process Variable Controllers.

Skytrol

SKYDROL, Pneumo Depth, Caisson and Aerospace Gauges

High Performance "Gearless" Direct Drive Pressure Gauges, RTD's and Thermocouples, Pressure Gauges, Transmitters, Diaphragm Seals, Related Accessories and Customized Engineered Solutions for Industrial, Sanitary, Food & Beverage, Biopharm/ Biotech and Waste/ Wastewater Applications.

Autol
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Full Range of Smart Transmitters for High Accuracy Process Temperature, Gauge Pressure, Absolute Pressure, Vacuum, Differential Pressure DP Flow & Tank Level Measurements.

Continental Disc Corporation

Complete Line of Rupture Disc Technologies: Standard, Composite Type, Reverse Acting, Double Acting and Sanitary Disc Assemblies; Unseat, Tamper-Kert, Tit-Seal and Screw Type Assemblies. All Require Disc Holders; Vent Panels and Frames; Burst Disc Indicator Alarm Monitoring System; Custom Engineered Pressure Relief Solutions.

TELEDYNE Gas & Flame Detection

Fixed Toxic & Combustible Gas Detection Systems; Electrochemical, Cat Read & IR Sensor Technologies; UV IR & Triple-IR Flame Detection Systems; Universal Transmitters & Receivers/Controllers; Complete Suite of Alarming Technologies.

Protected operating conditions

Infermix

Complete Line of NEMA 4X Protective Instrumentation and Controls Enclosures; Enclosures for Electrical Terminations, Relays and Switches; Enclosure Heaters and Cooling Systems; Custom Engineered Buildings (NEMA 4X) of ALL Sizes, for ALL Environments, Applications and Requirements.

Ronan Engineering Company

Relay and Solid State Actuators; Temperature and Process Monitors; Complete Signal Conditioning, Transmitters and Alarm Trips; Nuclear Instrumentation for Monitoring Level, Density, Weight and Mass Flow; Vibration Monitors; Intrinsically Safe Barriers; Sequence of Events Recorders. Mooney

Pilot Operated Pressure Regulating Valves and Pressure Regulators for all Differential Pressure Ranges; Pilot Filters and Accessories, Flexio Surge Relievers for Industrial, Power Generation, Gas Transmission, Natural Gas and LNG Applications.